Be Aware: JoS Websites Attacked Again
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The enemy is apparently again losing sleep over the JoS and they are frantic to do as much as possible in
order to take us out even if this means a few hours or a few days.
We are aware of the issue of the http://www.SatansLibrary.org [and http://www.satanisgod.org update] and we are working to solve this. This has also affected exposingchristianity.com. As things go
currently, the situation may repeat and/or escalate further to other websites. We are fully prepared for
everything and there is no need to be concerned at all. There is preparation for these kinds of
coincidences and more.
Reality is simple and it's this: the enemy doesn't want us to exist and they don't want you [The Gentiles,
what they call the "Goy"] to be lead positively, to know, or to understand any form of spiritual and the
occult. These things are threatening to the enemy, and what we have been doing to them, hasn't been
done in a hundred years or more.
Just consider how many people are doing spiritual warfare, and how many people were 10 years ago.
We went from like 10 to 50 to like tens of thousands. This is clearly alarming to the enemy. Basically, all
this is, is what THEY have been doing to us Gentiles for centuries.
It makes them maniac with hate that the "Goyim" have done an "Assembly of Satan" against them, and
are basically fighting back, with successes at this also. They had a free reign of terror, death and
parasitism that was uncontested, for centuries. Key to this is the knowledge that we have and that we
distribute freely to the public.
Other sites, so far, are operating fine and as expected. Attacks are basically non stop, and this includes
shilling over here and many other things, such as endless spam meant to supposedly, waste time of the
moderators or something. There will be more measures and other SS who will be coming on board to
this soon.
If the enemy has patience to attack us all day, we have the patience and determination to do the same
back all day, times two.
There are SS who are advanced enough, care enough, and are willing to do anything so that Spiritual
Satanism keeps going. Others, are all talk and idle comments. Those who matter are proving this with
word and deed, and putting their life where their mouth is. Some people are unfortunately all good for
empty words without essence followed by any deed.
In regards to the latest RTR Schedule, make sure to save it, and keep going through to the end. Attacks
of course will continue and have expanded to things that I would rather not share online. Some of it is
also physical. All in all, the enemy is very concerned. Maybe there will be an update in regards to this in
an upcoming post, as right now time is better spent working on repairing things, which is what matters
right now.

There is also a lot of good news in the midst of everything, however. We are at a position of great
strength now, thanks to Satan's Grace. This will continue in the future.
Everyone will as always be kept updated, and remember to stay strong and top of meditations and the
Spiritual Warfare. The enemy is facing a lot of heat.
Satan can never be stopped, and those who are truly with Him are going to prevail.
HAIL SATAN!!!
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
ϟ • SS War Room - RTR Co-Ordinator https://www.evilgoy.com • ϟ
ϟ • Azazel's Marketplace http://www.josmarket.org/ Closed, working • ϟ

ϟ • Joy Of Satan Websites Uptime Monitor https://uptime.theyknow.in/uptime.html • ϟ

